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Answer Five Ouestions

Ql/Consider the following function :
MinF(x) = ( x t )2 + (x)2 + (xr12

sub. to gt(x)=x1+vr+3x3 -2:0
gz(x)= 5 xt+2xz+ h -S =0

X1 ,X2,Xj ) 0
Find the extreme poinls using Jacobian Metlnd,

Q2/A) For these dala, Solve tlre problem 3F // Cmtx.
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Q6 / Monthly Production of a factory are averaged to 100 unit per-day and Demand rate for
these produced units (D) equalecl to 2000 unit , weekly holcling per-unit cost is equoled to
(10 %)$ where the sel-up cosl (k) equalecl to 600 S.Determine :-the tolal time of production cycle
, the time of production and the optimum cost quanlity .Discuss lhe results that you have got.
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Anslver flve QuestiOns

Ql.(14 Marks)
a)SOIVe the rccurrencc relation with thc initial cOnditiOns as fol10ws:

θη=θ■-1+θ■-2  御 ≧ 2),θO=2,θl=-l       r′

b)COmputer passwOrds arc tO consist of a string Of s破 symbOls takcn from the digits

O′ 1,2′ ….′9 and the lowercase lctters α′わ,c′ .… ′Z.How many cOmputer passwOrds

have a repcated symbol?

Q2.(14 Marks)
a)At a party dx gcntlcmcn gave thcir moЫ Ls.In hOw many ways can thcir mobilcs be

returned to thcnl sO that:

i. None of them receives his own mobile.
ii. Only one of them receives his own mobile.

b) How many possibilities are there for eight non-attacking rooks on an
chessboard if eight rooks

i. have eight different colors.
ii. have one red (R) rook, three blue (B) rooks, and four (Y) yellow rooks.

Q3.(14 Marks)
a) PrOVC the identity

η
(η τ

l)+η
(η Tl)+・

・・+ "(: _l) - "r"-,, (n > 1)

b) A bakery boasts eight varieties of doughnuts. If a box of doughnuts contains one
dozen,

i. how many number of different options are there for a box of doughnuts?
ii. how many number of different options for boxes of doughnuts containing at

least one doughnut of each of the eight varieties equals.
Q4.Howmanypermutationsof theletters M,A,T,H,l,S,F,IJ,N aretheresuchthatnoneofthe

words MATH, Is, and FUN occur as consecutive letters? (14 Marks)
Q5.(14 Marks)

a) Determine the number of ways to place six non-attacking rooks on the following 6-
by-6 board, with forbidden positions as shown.

b) How many eight-letter words can be constructed by using the26letters of the
alphabet if each word contains three, four, or five vowels?

Q6.Let S be a multiset with objects of k different types with finite repetition
numbers n1,TL2, ... ,TLk, respectively. Let the size of S be fl = TLt * n2 * ... * nx.

Then prove that: the number of permutations of S equals +
(r4 Marks) 

n1t'n2t,nP!

8-by‐ 8

X X

X X

X

X X
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B- Decrypt the code 0100011001111011001110100, using srream cipher nith
key generated by p(x) : x3 + x2 + I and initial state l0l, where each 5 bits
represent I letter.

C- Describe the ElGamal public key cryptosystem. Encrypt the message nr:3 fbr.

p:ll anda:A. (l4M)
Q5/ Answer 2 of the following:

A- In apublic key system using RSA, you intercept the ciphertext C:I0 senr to a

user whose public key is e:5, n:35. what is the plaintext M?

B- There are three resources for the authentication, state them after defining thc

authentication.

C- Define the Cryptanalysis, then state

cryptosystem.

Q6/ Answer 2 of the following:

A- Let E be the elliptic curve y' : xt * x + 28 define d over 271. How many poinrs

on this curve, state them? Is E a cyclic group?

B- - We consider two linear feedback shift registers which cornbine their ourtpLrt
using XOR as shown in figure below. The upper LFSR rnarked as I and ihe
lower as B. Let the initialization value of A be l0l. Design rhe LFSR B sirch
that the given output is satisfied.

A[ i ] -i r -{ i i ,

L- i- j

BI

C- For the elliptic curve E:
smallest coordinate x )2,
elliptic curve.

and dcflne 5 、vcH_kno、vn attacks On

(14ヽ 1)

y :x *x*l over GF(l l), tind a

and then compute 4 P. Find the
poillt P 、、ith tllc

generator ol｀ this

(14ヽ1)

Good I Lrcl<
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Ql/ A-Define the Symmetric key cryptosystems and Asymmetric key cryptosysterrs
with block diagram representation. State the differences between them then _eir e

3 examples for both of them. (l4M)
B- Encrypt the plaintext 'howareyou' using the affine function: e(x) : 5x+-7

mod26. Find the decryption function d(y), then decrypt whar you obtain.
C- Is the number 83 having an inverse mod 4l 5? If it is, find this inverse.

Q2lAnswer 2 of the follorving:

A- By znr we denote the set {a e zn IGCD(a, n) : 1 }. A quadratic residue moclLrlcr

n is any element x of zn* that is a square (i.e., x : y2 for some y. 2,. ). what ar.e

the quadratic residu es for Zyr .

B- Evalu ate 4572ae 
t (mod28)

C- If (x): a7+y+1. Is (x) have multiplicative inverse in the

xt+xo+x'*** I ? If it is, find g(x):((x))-, .

Q3/A- Consider the following 5-stages S.R. Find the nonlinear feedback funcriorr,

then find the output and the period length if s6:00001 .

Do D3 D2 Dl Do

B- Use Euler's theorem to find a number x between 0 and 28 with x85 consrrrent

to 6 modulo 35.

C- How does the man in the middle attack work in Diffie-Hellman? Explain its

mechanism through block diagrarn then write DH algorithm. (l4M)

Q4l A- Define DES and AES systems, then state 6 rnain differences berween rhcrp

Design block diagrams for each of them.

field generated by,

(l4M)
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NOTES: Answer FIVE question onlv (10 marks for each question)

Ql/A) Write c** program to print the following:

r10
９

　

　

８

　

　

７

　

　

６

　

　

５

２

　

　

３

　

　

４

　

　

５

　

　

６

B) Write c+ program to find the summation of student's marks, and its average, assume the

student have 8 marks. (Using do... while statement)

Q2l Write c# program, to read (3*4) 2-D array, then exchange the primary and secondary

diagonal matrix A.

Q3/ Write c# program to find the area of the room in english system.(Using structure)

Q4/A) write s,t_l program, to calculate the following:(Using function)

_qrrrn = t/2 + t/3 + L/4 +..,r 1/.r

B) Write cH program to find the sum of odd number of array a[101.

Q5/A) Find the error in the following pieces of programs:

1-#include (iostream.h);

2-int sum (int n)

If (n:0)

Return (0)

Else

n+sum(n-1); )

B) Write c++ program to enter 3 values then compute and print the maximum one.

Q6/ write cH program, to find the factorial of any number. (using function)

G00D LUCK
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Answer Five Questions and for each one 14 mark

Qlヽ A)ind■2 fOr the f01lowing system

‥
ghい

峯 ‐ L
E(S

vl_ζ
2

over shoot is Mo = g'{ant'

Q2\ Construct the block diagram of the following system (Using transfer function to
find the state equation). ji + 5i + 2y - By - $a

Q3\ Calculate the Transfer Function for the system whose state equation are.

,=f, --1n1.*[l]" y=[t -2)x

Q4\ Find the curve y(x) which give an extremum value of the functional

J - Ii(i' + 7)dx /(0) = 1, t(1) = 2 .

Q5\ Determine whether the systern
Controllability ii- Observable.

r =11, 31. *l!rl"

having the following state equation is i-

y - l-2 -3lx

Q6\ Determine the range of K for system stability using (Liapunove's method)

xt = kxz

xz=-Sxr-Zxz
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Answer Jive questions (each question has 14 marks)
Ql: a) State and prove Cauchy integral theorem.

b) Evaluate (two) from the following integrals:

, 22 +22-l '[ 4dx
11$ ' , ?" '- dz ot .,l z-(l+i) :2, 2) | '*'^,ry"G_i)(r,+4f "- (,rr.-.r z-\r'rl zt 2t 

f 3+sin(x)

3) f ("" * : + cos' z + sin' z)dz on r'l z+41 :1.
"22

Q2:a)State Rouche's theorem。
b)Determine the number ofroots ofthe equation:

z7_4z3+z― i=O interiorto the circle l zl=1

c)FindtheintOgralsttQ z7_4z3+z_i dz,where c is the unit circle.

Q3:a)State the residuc theorem then ind(θ ″
`)Ofthe improper integral:

⇒ボツ撃αχ,a此島 dχ

b)Find sinh‐ lz in telllls ofLog(Z)。

Q48a)Find the value of(1+i)加 .

b)ifu(X,y)=2x(1-y)then

i)ShOW that u(x,y)iS halll10niC。

五)Find iザ s hallllonic cottugate v(x,y)tO f0111l an analytic inction

КZ)=■(X,y)+iV(X,y).

Q5: For the mappingw = z2 ,
i) It is conformal at z:2*i.
ii) Find the angle of rotationatz:Z*i.
iii) Find the ratio of magnification at z:2*i.
iv) Prove that the circle lrll:1 transform to cardioids p=Z(l+cosQ), where

w = psiO in the w-plane.

v) Find its critical points.

Q6: a) Give an example about three. types of isolated singular points.

b) Expand the function f (z) = 
t'',' 

about z:0 then find:
Z.

1) The reign of convergent, the name of the obtained series.

2) The integral of f(z) about the circle I ,l:q.
Good luck


